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This booklet is a collection of reviews mostly edited from ones I have posted on the Judge-Tutor 
Semple Blog. 
http://judgetutorsemple.wordpress.com/ 

You can contact me on Twitter - @chiropterarex 

The badge on the front was created for me by Michael Carroll, a writer of comics and novels. 
http://www.michaelowencarroll.com/ 

Judge Dredd and all things connected are copyright of Rebellion. Use of the image is done so under 
fair use and no profit is made from the Judge-Tutor Semple Blog.

Cover images used in this booklet are copyright of the individual copyright holders and are used 
here under fair use policy in that they are used solely for review purposes. In many cases I was 
either invited to review the comic or obtained permission to do so.

Most Comics reviewed in this booklet will be available at the Thought Bubble Convention. Where 
possible I have included details of where you might find the publication or its creators. Obviously 
times may vary,it is a live event after all. Unless specified to the best of my knowledge the Creators 
named are attending Saturday and Sunday.
                
I have put the reviews in loose groupings for presentation purposes, these are:
Small Press – Independent publications from amateur or semi-pro British or Irish Creators
Creator Owned – Whether the publisher may be large or may be small the Creator is published 
professional and retains all rights to this work (such as film, TV, etc)
International – A large International publisher, the Creators may be British or Irish.
Rebellion – My Blog started out as a Judge Dredd RPG site and a large amount of the reviews I do 
remain centred around Dredd or 2000AD.

On my Blog I also review Films, TV, Books, Jousting (as seen here at the Royal Armouries), etc. I 
also write about History and Nature, reporting news or giving my opinion on a subject.

I thank all creators and publishers who have been very supportive of my work on my blog.

All opinions in this booklet are my own.

This booklet is dedicated to Brett Ewins and Steve Rogers.

Brett was an amazing artist who thrilled us with stories such as Judge Dredd and Bad 
Company, he died 16th February 2015 aged 59. Steve Rogers was a widely respected 
member of the Judge Dredd cosplay community, he died on 15th October 2015.

This booklet is also dedicated to my father, Ted Hargett, who encouraged me to read and 
encouraged me to see comics as much a valid reading medium as novels. 
Miss you always, Dad.

All details in this booklet are correct to the best of my knowledge at date of publishing -
12th November 2015

http://www.michaelowencarroll.com/
http://judgetutorsemple.wordpress.com/


Small Press

Zarjaz

Edited by Richmond Clements and Bolt 01

Zarjaz is a fanzine dedicated to 2000AD.

Any character from the publishing history of 2000AD might be included in Zarjaz.

Dogbreath

Edited by Richmond Clements and Bolt 01

Zarjaz's sister publication, Dogbreath is a fanzine for Strontium Dog. 

You will be able to find Bolt-01 with both these titles at Futurequake Press Table 133 in 
New Dock Hall

Both these publications have had a long run and are issued quarterly featuring black and white stories, usually of 4 to 6 
pages long but this varies. Many of the contributors to these magazines have gone on to be published in 2000AD and 
other professional publications.

You will find interviews of John Wagner and Carlos Ezquerra by myself in Dogbreath Issue 28.

***

Something Wicked

FutureQuake 
Published by Futurequake Press
Edited by Richmond Clements & Bolt-01

Various creators

Futurequake Press will be at Table 133 in New Dock Hall

Two anthologies that feature some of the top talent from Small Press. 

Futurequake holds Sci-Fi stories while Something Wicked focuses on Horror. Stories are typically one to four pages 
long and cover a wide variety of topics within the scope of the magazines.

The latest issues will be available as will a selection of back issues.

***

Neroy Sphinx: Back In The Game
Published by Futurequake Press
Writer: Daniel Whiston
Artists: Johnny McMonagle, James Kircough, Dave Thomson
Letterer: Bolt-01

Futurequake Press will be at Table 133 in New Dock Hall

Neroy Sphinx, Conman, Thief, Industrialist and Politician. His memory has been stolen 
and he needs it back so he can get Back In The Game.

This is a Sci-Fi story set in an unspecified far future. The stories in this book were previously published in 
FutureQuake, an anthology of Sci-Fi stories from Futurequake Press.



El Bigote: El Noche de los Muertoads
Published by Tekilla Comics

Writer: Locust
Art: El Chivo 

The creators aren't at Thought Bubble but this can be found wih Futurequake Press at Table 133 in New 
Dock Hall

The creators describe this as a Mexican Gothic-Horror-Western-Dark Comedy. El Bigote and his trusted Ostrich are in 
the never ending land of Mexican Dead. There are undead bandits to contend with, alluring dead women and Toads, 
Toads of Death.

Serialised in the small press title Paragon from Paragon Press and re-presented in this collection. Numbers are low so 
get in quick.

***

To End All Days
Published by Soaring Penguin
Hard-coverr & Paperback 320 Pages
£2.00 from each copy donated to Medicins Sans Frontieres
Edited by Jonathan Clode & John Stuart Clark

Soaring Penguin will be at Table 199 in New Dock Hall
Several creators may in attendance, including Neil McClements who will be found at 
table 36 in New Dock Hall

Nominated for two Eisner awards, this is an anthology of 26 stories written and illustrated by men and women of 
different nations. It deals with the life and death of people who were touched by the conflict between 28th July 1914 
and 11th November 1918, of different nations. 

The stories are varied and on the whole deal with real events, in some cases real people. There is a little satire here and 
there but in the main the subject matter is presented frankly.

***

Killing Moon
Pig Dog Press
Writer: Chris Denton
Artist: Bhuna
Colours: Darren Stephens

Bhuna will be at Table 36 in New Dock Hall

This is a new title from a new Small Press publishers launching at Thought Bubble

Set in an alternate time-line after a global financial crash in 1990. The story follows the exploits of an elite band of 
assassins known as The Killing Moon.

***

The Psychedelic Journal of Time Travel
Editor:
Owen Watts
Assistant Editor:
Geoffrey Crescent 

You will be able to find them at Table 180 in New Dock Hall

This is the final issue to feature Time Travel! The next issue features Westerns.

The Journal features stories that vary in length from one page to six or more, most stories are in colour. All the stories in 
the latest is feature time travel in some way.



Shaman Kane

Written, Drawn and lettered by
David Broughton
Issue 2

David Broughton isn't at Thought Bubble

Shaman Kane is a supernatural A nice set of stories that all help to build a world view for Shaman Kane. They all have 
separate touches that make it clear the rules are constant. Seeds are set for future stories and further breadth seems very 
possible.

David will have on his table a number of comics that he has illustrated that were written by others. Quite an amazing 
thing given that he is a regular contributor to the likes of Zarjaz, Dogbreath and the Psychedelic Journal.

***

The Heather Ale
Published by Black Hearted Press
In collaboration with Williams Bros Brewing Co
Writer: Jack Lothian
Artist: Alan Brown
Based on the poem Heather Ale by Robert Louis Stevenson

Black Hearted Press will be at Table 25 in TB Marquee

The story begins with a peaceful scene of a Pictish village sometime after harvest. Heather Ale has been brewed and 
kith and kin have come together to celebrate their strong ties. Our narrator is a Monk, he is likely of Gaelic origin as he 
is writing from the viewpoint of the Scots.

The King of the Scots leads a raid on one such peaceful gathering and after the slaughter he drinks their ale. Finding it 
so much to his taste he wishes to have the secret of its brewing. The villagers however were all put to the sword.

***

Plagued: The Miranda Chronicles
Published by Black Hearted Press

Writer: Gary Chudleigh
Artist: Tanya Roberts

Black Hearted Press will be at Table 25 in TB Marquee

We first meet the Witch Hunter, Thomas Mackie and his trusty dog side-kick Dex. Dex talks, but only when others 
aren’t around. His quarry, Miranda Lee, a Witch – well that’s why she is a Witch Hunter’s quarry I guess. The setting is 
a rather dishevelled Glasgow. 

There are Witches due to a Plague that thinned out the population. There are also some Goblin/Orc looking characters 
(see below). Plus most of the Humans, Witches are considered to be a separate race, are covered in plague sores.

***

Freak Out Squares
Published by Unthank Comics
Writer: Harry French
Artist: Garry Mac
Colours: Harry Saxon

Harry French will be at Table 64 in TB Marquee

Johnny Orion is a mega famous musician who sings about rebellion against the system. Harrison is his number one fan 
and runs his fanzine. It’s gig night and Harrison is outside when something goes disastrously wrong.

Is the music industry of the future all it seems to be? Is Harrison more than an amateur journalist?

http://blackheartedpress.com/


Graveyard Orbit

Published by London Horror Comic Ltd
Writer: John-Paul Kamath 
Artist: Lee Ferguson

John-Paul Kamath will be at Table 63 in New Dock Hall

I came across John-Paul Kamath at last year's Thought Bubble his quick market pitch, asking me to read 5 pages of this 
book, was engaging and very unassuming. For me it was a good pitch.

The main character, Edgar, is a desperate unemployed young man at the end of his tether. He has begun to hallucinate 
comic book characters in his day to day life. Thor, Batman and Wolverine debrief him after a rather poor job interview 
for example. He lives at home with his doting mother, his father is long gone – I’m assuming deceased but it isn’t clear. 
It was his Dad that introduced him to comics as a valid reading resource (mine too, see inside front cover). A chance 
meeting with Jane in a coffee shop could be about to change Edgar’s life.

***

rEVENGER
by Warwick Fraser-Coombe
(Written, painted & lettered)
Recommended for mature readers

Warwick Fraser-Coombe will be at Table 186 in New Dock Hall

It is modern Britain and the story starts in a London Apartment where a masked man is making a recording that is 
detailing his actions and is clearly intended for the police. He has started a one man war “against corruption, crime, drug 
dealing. immoral banking practices, child abuse and molestation…’ His tactics are lethal.

This is a hard hitting story with no punches pulled. There is nudity and sexual scenes, though not particularly graphic. 
The violence is not over the top but there are some graphic scenes. Importantly the context is clear; we see things from 
the lead character's viewpoint and through his internal monologue we are aware of his denial that there is a problem. 

***

Pirates of Pangea
Published by The Phoenix Comics

Writer: Damiel Hartwell & Neill Cameron
Artist: Neill Cameron

The Phoenix Comics will be at Table 56 in Royal Armouries Hall

Something I've noticed in highstreet shops is the lack of quality comics for children.

Well here's one. It has Pirates and Dinosaurs. It has a lead character who is female, she is a strong female character but 
not a tom boy.

It is also a good read for adults because it doesn't talk down to the readers. 

I bought this as at Easter this year as an alternative to chocolate for my 8 year old Granddaughter. She's not a Disney 
Princess kind of girl, she is more in to Ninja Turtles and SciFi. She really enjoyed the book – she probably wished 
Grandpa had bought her chocolate too.



Creator Owned

Pretty Deadly: The Shrike
Published by Image
Collecting issues 1 to 5
Writer: Kelly Sue Deconnick
Art: Emma Rios
Colours: Jordie Bellaire
Letters: Clayton Cowles

Emma Rios will be at Table 33 in TB Marquee

A western in the style of Sergio Leone. With a dose of Grimm fairytales.

The Mason’s wife was so beautiful he locked her away so others couldn’t see her. She was so lonely she prayed for 
death. Death heard her prayers but instead of sending a Reaper he went for her himself. Death found her so beautiful he 
took her as his own and they had a daughter. That daughter was named Ginny.

Beautifully written and equally beautifully illustrated. It's a tragic romance, it's all action, it's character driven. Bones 
Bunny and Butterfly are the best narrators ever.

The second volume starts this month with Issue 6

***

Death Sentence: London
A creator owned project Published by Titan Comics
Writer: Montynero
Art: Martin Simmonds

Martin Simmonds will be at table 184 in New Dock Hall
Montynero & Martin Simmonds will be at Titan table 23-25 in New Dock Hall Saturday from 15:00

The original miniseries by Montynero and Mike Dowling was phenomenal. This is an ongoing series and I understand 
that Mike & Martin will be sharing art duties.

There is a terminal STD known as G+ Virus, it amplifies any creative abilities in each sufferer, grants them super 
powers and kills them in six months. This story begins right on the heels of the action in the miniseries with London in 
turmoil and G+ sufferers at large. The cast of characters is increased and the plot thickens.

***

MPH
Writer: Mark Millar
Artist: Duncan Fegredo
Colours & Letters: Peter Doherty

Duncan Fegredo will be at Table 35 in TB Marquee
Peter Doherty will be at Table 17 in TB Marquee

The story starts in 1986, when the first super-powered human being came to the attention of the world. He was out of 
control and came crashing to an end somewhere in Missouri. He was found unharmed amid a complete mess of 
wreckage and had on him an odd bottle labelled MPH.

Skip to Detroit, 2014. Meet Roscoe, regular runner for a small fry drugs dealer. He has plans of going legit, settling with 
his girl Rosa. Plans go south, no I don’t mean they move to Alabama. Roscoe ends up in jail serving twenty years.

So it is a tale of dreams lost, deceit and betrayal. Roscoe ain’t a good boy – he is a drugs runner peddling harm. Do I 
understand his motives – yes I do. Do I sympathise with him – well not a lot no… Am I interested in his story and how 
it connects to the chap in the opening sequence – yes I am.



The Fade Out 

Published by Image

By Ed Brubaker and Sean Phillips

Sean Philips will be at Table 25 in TB Marquee

The latest noire series from this collaborative team following in the success of Criminal and Fatale.

Hollywood, 1948. Charlie Parish is a Screenwriter working on a project hit with delays. After a wild party Charlie 
wakes to find himself with the body of the up and coming starlet Valeria Sommers. Was Valeria murdered? Has Charlie 
been set up as the fall guy?

***

The Spire
Published by Boom!
Writer:  Simon Spurrier
Artist:  Jeff Stokley
Letterer:  Steve Wands

Simon Spurrier will be signing at Table 41 in TB Marquee

Shå is the Captain of the Watch of the towering city state The Spire. She is in command of the day to day policing of the 
city. She is also romantically involved with the youngest daughter of the leader of the city.

Mysterious murders open up long forgotten relationships and reveal secrets that even Shå may not know she is hiding.

***

Exit Generation
Published by Comix Tribe
Writer: Sam Read
Artist: Caio Olivera
Cover Artist: Ramon Villalobos
Colours: Marissa Louise

Sam Read will be at Table 64 in TB Marquee

2055, 20 years after 95% of the population of Earth evacuated the ‘dying planet’ the Earth is recovering from the 
damage Humans had caused. Jack, born after Exit, is bored and wants something more. While out and about with his 
adoptive brother Mo man-eating aliens kidnap most of his community, including Mo’s family.

Strong characters and an interesting plot, excellent art. Overall great package and all done with Sam's drive and 
determination to push it through.

***

Doctor Who
Published by Titan
Licensed – BBC.

Nick Abazdis, Al Ewing, Robbie Morrison, Rob Williams, Si Spurrier, 
Simon Frazer, Warren Pleece. Elena Casagrande, Boo Cook, Dave Taylor, 
Gary Caldwell, and more.

Titan will be at Tables 23-25 in New Dock Hall

There are ongoing series for Doctors 10, 11 & 12 $ miniseries for Doctors 8 & 9 and in 2016 Doctor 4 joins the  line-up.

The majority of the creators involved in this are well known for their work in 2000AD, their own Creator Owned 
projects and work with DC and/or Marvel. It is a stellar line-up of talent.



International

Darth Vader
Published by Marvel
Writer: Kieron Gillen
Artist: Salvador Larocca
Colours: Edgar Delgado

Cover: Adi Granov

Adi Granov will be at Table 16 in Royal Armouries Hall

I saw this cover back in August when I listened to Adi Granov talking at The Royal Armouries, Leeds about Iron Man, 
Comic Covers & Licensing. This was the normal retail cover, I wanted it. I don't often pick up a variant but if I had it 
would probably have been Skottie Young’s. 

***

Unfollow
Published by Vertigo

Writer: Rob Williams
Artist: Mike Dowling 

Rob Williams will be at Table 45 in TB Marquee
Mike Dowling is at Thought Bubble but I'm not certain where you will find him.

Unfollow is the story of a Billionaire who is giving away his entire fortune to a list of 140 people. The money will be 
distributed evenly amongst those on the list who are still alive at the moment of his death. Some of those people are a 
little greedy and just may be planning to thin out that list.

***

Red Thorn
Published by Vertigo

Writer: David Baillie
Artist: Meghan Hetrick

David Baillie is at Thought Bubble but I'm not certain where you will find him.

Set in Glasgow. A young woman's pictures seem to come to life...

This story draws on Scottish mythology with a dash of Irish mythology. Much of the mythology from these Isles comes 
from an oral tradition so that gives David Baillie quite a degree of freedom.

***

Batman Issue 44
Published by DC
Wednesday 23rd September 2015
Script: Scott Snyder & Brian Azzarello
Art: Jock
Colours: Lee Loughbridge

Scott Snyder will be at Table 29 in TB Marquee
I am not sure if Jock will be at Thought Bubble

The story starts with the discovery of a boy’s body in swamp land just outside Gotham. Shot four times, but killed by a 
fall from a thousand feet. Batman meets with Jim Gordon and they discuss the case. 

Batman has to face the uncomfortable truth that what he does, in and out of the cowl, can have far reaching 
consequences.

https://judgetutorsemple.wordpress.com/2014/08/16/more-from-pow-at-royal-armouries/


Rebellion

2000AD will be at Table TABLENO in New Dock Hall
Creators from 2000AD feature heavily in this booklet and I have noted where they might be found to the best of my 
ability. However they are often involved in work with other publishers and will be appearing in many Panels through 
out the weekend.

2000AD Sci-Fi Special
Judge Dredd by Michael Carroll, Jake Lynch & John-Paul Bove
Robo Hunter by Alec Worley & Mark Simmons
Future Shocks Dust by Gary Blatchford & John Higgins
Ace Trucking Co by Eddie Robson & Nick Dyer
Survival Geeks by Gordon Rennie, Emma Beeby, Neil Googe & Gary Caldwell
Rogue Trooper by Guy Adams & Darren Douglas

The Sci-Fi Special was relaunched in 2014 after a gap of nearly 20 years. This is the old Summer Special that used to be 
released during the six week school holiday.

This issue features a mix of brand new stories for classic and current characters.

***

Judge Dredd Megazine
Published Monthly

This issue is out Wednesday 18th November:
John Wagner, Colin MacNeil, Chris Blythe, Paul Grist, Phil Elliott, 
Leah Moore, John Reppion, Tom Foster, Dan Abnett & Phil Winslade.

Leah Moore & John Reppion will be at Table 35 in New Dock Hall
Tom Foster will be at Table 39b in TB Marquee

Judge Dredd Megazine mostly features stories set in the world of Judge Dredd. Alongside these varied stories is often a 
Creator Owned project that is unconnected to Judge Dredd, in this case it is Demon Nic by Paul Grist & Phil Elliott.

The sixth and final part of Storm Warning  is in this issue. This story is set in Brit Cit and centres around Psi Judge 
Lillian Storm. Tom Foster was the winner of 2000AD's Portfolio Competition at Thought Bubble in 2013.

***

Red Seas
Book 1
Under the Banner of King death
Book 2
Fire Across the Deep
Script: Ian Edginton
Art: Steve Yeowell
Letterers Annie Parkhouse, Ellie De Ville

Ian Edginton will be at Table 54 in New Dock Hall

You won't find these books at Thought Bubble because they were released as Digital First. 2000AD have embraced 
Digital Media and some collections appear digitally before a paper version is published.

This is the full series, start to finish, in two books. Jack Dancer leads a motley crew through adventures in this world, 
the next and a few others in between and off to the side. The stories include Demons, Deities, Sir Isaac Newton and a 
two-headed dog called Erebus.

When you purchase a 2000AD publication online using a Rebellion ID it doesn't matter whether you use the 2000AD 
Webshop or their Android or iOS App you will have access to a Drm free copy on all Apps that use the same ID. In 
other words if you buy this on your Android Phone you can read it later on your iPad using the iOS App as long as you 
have used the same log in name & password



The GRIEVOUS JOURNEY of ICHABOD AZRAEL (and the DEAD LEFT in His WAKE)
US Format in 6 issues

Script: Rob Williams
Art: Dom Reardon,  Antonio Fuso, Mike Dowling
Colours: Peter Doherty

Rob Williams will be at Table 45 in TB Marquee
Peter Doherty will be at Table 17 in TB Marquee
Antonio Fuso will be at Table 12 in Royal Armouries Hall

Previously published weekly in 2000AD this is an example of how 2000AD are expanding in to the North American 
market. It will be collected in a Trade Paperback on 3rd December 2015

This is a Western/Horror dealing with a murderous villain and perhaps his path to redemption (or damnation).

The central character was a Bushwaker in the American Civil War – for those of you that don’t know Bushwakers were 
independent small groups of Confederate soldiers who would harry the enemy at will. Many were little better than 
outlaws who murdered soldiers and civilians alike and looted as they murdered. Well Ichabod is from among the worst 
of these, so violent his comrades deserted him after the war.

***

Jaegir: Beasts Within
Trade Paperback

Script: Gordon Rennie
Art: Simon Coleby
Colours: Len O’Grady

As far as I am aware none of the creators are at Thought Bubble

Set in the world of Rogue Trooper (not Friday, that’s a different story) with a bit of a twist. You don’t have to have an in 
depth knowledge of the original Rogue Trooper series, you’ll get all the information you need along the way. If you’ve 
read Rogue Trooper though you’ll more than likely get a bit of extra fun.

*** 
  
Slaine: The Brutania Chronicles Book One A Simple Killing
Trade Paperback

Script: Pat Mills
Art: Simon Davis
Letters: Ellie De Ville

Simon Davis will be at Table 18 in TB Maequee

Drawing on myth and legends from these Isles Pat Mills reweaves those tales in to Slaine’s stories. Having been 
betrothed to the Goddess Danu and serving time as the Horned God Slaine can be found in any time in any land to face 
the enemies of his people. Since Slaine's time there has been a great flood that has destroyed much of the land he knew. 
It has separated the land of the Tuatha de Danann in two. The isles of Albion and Monadh. Slaine’s old enemies, the 
Drune Lords live on Monadh, as do the even older foe, the Fomorians.

The Brutania Chronicles Book Two Primordial is out in January 2016. 



Dan Dare The 2000AD Years
Writers: 
Ken Armstrong, Pat Mills, Kelvin Gosnell, Steve Moore, Gerry Finley-Day, Garry Leach
Artists: 
Massimo Belardinelli. Dave Gibbons, Brian Bolland, Garry Leach, Ian Kennedy
Letterers: 
Peter Knight, John Aldrich, Bill Nuttall, J.Swain, Tony Jacob, Jack Potter, Tom Frame, Dave Gibbons

For years this classic 2000AD version of an earlier classic from the original 1950s run of Eagle remained one of the 
most requested reprints. Now finally collected in two volumes that will include all the stories published by 2000AD 
including from Specials and Annuals.

When 2000AD was advertised pre-launch I was a very excited 9 year-old, it all looked fantastic. We had one comic a 
week bought for each of us, I already had one and didn’t want to drop it. Dad wouldn’t counter Mum, Mum wouldn’t 
counter Dad sooo… “Dad, look at the new comic that is starting. It looks really good and it has Dan Dare in it.” as if I 
knew my Dad liked Dan Dare from Eagle in the 1950s (he was born in 1930 and loved Eagle so I probably over egged 
it to be fair). 

The first story introduces readers to Dan Dare without explaining any differences between the two settings. However 
the final story in this book does give the 2000AD origin, as in the ‘how the 50s version is the same man as the 70s 
version’.The stories in this collection are not like those my Dad read in Eagle. I’ve read many of those since I first read 
the stories in this volume and I love both. I can also easily accept that the man Dan Dare is the same person.

Plot aside, I loved the art by Massimo Belardinelli, I had never seen anything like it. His storytelling is sound and his 
characters are full of life. He was instantly one of my favourite artists, though at the time I didn’t know who he was 
because there were no credits given on the pages of 2000AD in those days.

*** 
 
Judge Dredd: Cursed Earth - uncensored

July 2016
Deluxe Edition with restored colour pages

Writers: John Wagner, Pat Mills
Artists: Brian Bolland, Mick McMahon
Letterers: Tom Frame, Peter Knight, John Aldrich

Four episodes of this classic story from Judge Dredd’s early years have never been reprinted.

The ‘Banned’ episodes featured several copyrighted characters and logos, some barely disguised but others clearly 
portrayed with their real-world names. Foremost among them were Ronald McDonald, Burger King and the Jolly Green 
Giant.

Progs 71 & 72 (1st & 8th July 1978) featured McDonalds and Burger King, brands that had died out long ago in Mega-
City One battling it out. And when I say ‘battling’… The episode featured in the header image of this article is titled 
Burger Laws but together these two episodes are known as Burger Wars.

Progs 77 & 78 (12th & 19th August 1978) contained multiple copyright infringing characters alongside the Jolly Green 
Giant. These were all the creations of a character that was clearly based on Colonel Sanders. This story is known as 
Soul Food.

2000AD had always pushed the envelope but after publication it seemed they may have pushed a bit too far. An apology 
was even printed (I wonder if that will be reprinted in this collection).
The laws in the UK now include a Parody clause, something that has been in place in USA for decades. Even following 
the law change it wasn’t known if a reprint would happen as readers had no idea if any legal agreements were made 
between the then publisher IPC and any of the multiple copyright holders. Any such agreement would have most likely 
carried over to Rebellion.

I know many fans will love to finally be able to read the full story. 



Interviews

I've done quite a few interviews on my blog, here's an excerpt from my interview with Pat Mills, the creator of 2000AD

Semple: Is there a question you have never been asked that you think you should have been? And if so, what is the 
answer?

Pat: H’mmm… What about – “What about Doug Church? I gather from some negative stuff in Bishop’s interviews way 
back that Doug was not well regarded by others in the start-up of 2000ad”

Doug Church was VITAL to the success of 2000AD. He’s the only person I worked with in the early days who was 
INDISPENSABLE. Everyone else, writers, story characters, artists and editorial, I could have replaced – not easily, but 
it could have been done – but never Doug.

He was my art editor and he made crap artists look brilliant. He didn’t like 2000AD much and no one who remembers 
him seems to have liked him much either. All this only endears him to me – because he really brought something 
brilliant to the comic. And I like difficult people if they have talent. The reason the first few progs look so good – and 
therefore sold in huge numbers – is down to Doug. I know this annoys people, which is why I’m never asked it, because 
they’d like to think it’s down to… whoever is their favourite artist, writer etc.

Not so. It’s Doug you have to thank. And his success requires careful study and thought – which will never happen 
because it raises too many difficult issues about the nature and production of art. Thanks again, Doug!

***

Planet Replicas
Tables 1&2 Royal Armouries Hall 

Planet Replicas was born out of Judge Minty – one of the best ever comic adaptations in 
my opinion. I've written a lot about judge Minty and if you haven't seen this fan film you 
need to do so. You can easily find it on You Tube or Vimeo, just search Judge Minty.

The team that made Judge Minty are working on a new 2000AD fan film – 
Strontium Dog props from this new film will be on display.

http://www.strontiumdogfanfilm.com 

Daniel Carey George is the man 
behind Planet Replicas and you can 
own these comic accurate Judge 
Dredd uniforms and equipment.

There will be Thought Bubble exclusive 
offers during the Convention. You'll need to 
visit the table for more detail.

Also at the table will be seven new products that are at prototype phase so you can give feedback at the design level.

Planet Replicas have recently been working with 2000AD Cover Artist Alex Ronald on a project with Planet Replicas 
that will be revealed at this convention.

http://www.strontiumdogfanfilm.com/


Judge-Tutor Semple blog started life as a site for a Judge Dredd RPG game that never actually took 
off.

I was fortunate enough to win a ticket to see the Dredd (2012) film in a Fan Pre Release screening 
in August 2012 in the company of the creators of Dredd, John Wagner and Carlos Ezquerra (and a 
couple of hundred other people). The film was introduced by Alex Garland and Karl Urban. I had 
the fortune to chat with John Wagner before the film and Alex Garland afterwards. The experience 
encouraged me to write a review.

I then saw the fan film Judge Minty at the Leeds International Film Festival and again within the 
week at Thought Bubble in November 2012. I reviewed that wonderful film also,I've actually 
written quite a bit about this film and interviewed many of the cast and crew.

I decided then to write reviews on the Blog, particularly focussing at the beginning on Judge Dredd 
and 2000AD related subjects. I now write about a number of topics that interest me, including 
Books, Films, TV, Jousting and Nature.

This year I was thrilled to be invited by Royal Armouries to the launch event for the Easter Joust, a 
private function for the Competitors and invited guests. A fun evening of chat and an interesting 
lecture about Jousting.

I was also involved in Lawgiver MkII, a Judge Dredd themed Convention, after a successful first 
outing in 2014. There is a third Lawgiver on Saturday 28th May 2016 at Double Tree By Hilton in 
Bristol.

Also this year I am taking part in Movember for the first time and as 
I am usually hirsute I decided to shave off my moustache instead of 
growing one.

I may or may not be sporting either of these expressions during the 
convention. Mostly I expect to look bewildered.

Being a Leeds resident the Armouries is well known to me and Thought Bubble is a wonderful 
event.

I hope you found this booklet helpful and interesting. Please visit the Blog to see more of what I 
write.

I will be wandering around the Convention but if you want to talk to me about anything you may be 
able to get a message to me via Bolt-01 at the Futurequake Press Table, table 133 in New Dock 
Hall or anywhere you see a copy of this booklet.

I'd like to thank Mike Carroll again for so kindly making my Judge Semple Badge for me.

I'd also like to thank the organisers of Thought Bubble for organising the event (I'm sure I will have 
had fun as always).

And also thanks to my friends at the Royal Armouries Leeds who always make me feel very 
welcome.

Steve


